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Abstract

Web service
The report discusses the Web service for storing and processing sea

water parameters measured in situ concurrently with satellite survey as

developed by Space Research Institute RAS (IKI RAS). Every year, the

IKI RAS team conducts field measurements in the coastal zones of the

Black, Baltic and Azov Seas focusing on retrieving information on the 3D

structure of hydrophysical processes reflected in quasisynchronous

satellite data. The main processes of interest are: coastal currents,

submesoscale eddies, internal waves, river and lagoon plumes.
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Appliances
The primary data entering the system are the data archives

obtained from the instruments: an acoustic Doppler current

meter (ADCP), a hydrological CTD probe of the RBR-Concerto

model, and an Airmar meteorological station. Each of the

presented devices has its own data type and contains its own

hydrophysical parameters, requiring written scripts to import

data into a prepared web service. In general, such data is stored

in text (.txt) and tabular (.xlsx Excel) formats.
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The data in the web service is integrated into the «See the Sea»

(STS) satellite monitoring system. Thus, the user has the ability to

work with satellite data, superimposing the results of sub-satellite

experiments on space images of the optical and radar range. To load

oceanological data into the STS system, a program interface was

written, which transmits the coordinates and time of the

measurements carried out together with the displayed hydrophysical

parameters. The user has the opportunity to select any already

loaded expedition, the device and the date of the expedition. Thus, it

will be possible to view information for each measurement and

perform other operations directly in the STS, for example, to verify

satellite data based on the in-situ measurements.

The development of the See the Sea information system is

supported by theme “Monitoring”, registration no. 01.20.0.2.00164.

The information system is functioning with use of the data from the

“IKI Monitoring” Center for Collective Use.

«Importer» programs
The programs importing primary data into a web service were written in

a high-level Python language employing specialized libraries for

processing tabular data, such as openpyxl and xlsxwriter. The algorithm

is unique for each device, as each of them loads different hydrophysical

parameters. Before adding data to the system, it is necessary to perform

primary filtering to separate "production" data from noise. Moreover,

there are general principles of processing, such as averaging the

parameters of the device. Averaging is carried out based on the

coefficients selected by the user in the system. The primary data is

saved in local archives with the possibility to download them in the

future. Thus, the processed data enters the system and is ready for

further visualization.
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Plotting and Mapping Tools

The results of data processing can be visualized with the help of

graphing tools created in the web service, developed using the Plotly

library (JavaScript). Graphs are built for each device individually,

marking different physical parameters - temperature, salinity, turbidity,

etc. on the axes. The graphs contain additional settings, such as

contours smoothing, setting the output color palette, and measurement

range selection. For example, you can plot a graph for a single CTD

station or for a whole day of exploration. The service also has a built-in

cartographic interface of the free Mapbox project, allowing to mark the

location of the measurements.
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